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Abstract

The core of this thesis is to investigate how attendance at the lectures and

seminars affects the exam results. Despite the fact that schools are the primary

source of education, attendance at the universities is not usually compulsory.

As a university student, I was interested if and how attendance influences

academic performance at the university where I study. Thus I decided to

conduct a survey and chose an undergraduate course Econometrics II at the

Charles University in Prague. The sample is 42 students.

Because of the problem of omitted variable bias, it was necessary to control

for the unobservable factors such as ability, motivation, and effort. Therefore

there are used two methods of estimation. Firstly, the method of ordinary

least squares with proxy variables and secondly the method of two-stage least

squares with an instrumental variable.

The results indicate that in the studied sample there is a positive and sig-

nificant effect of attendance at the lectures on the exam results, however, the

effect of attendance at the seminars is not statistically different from zero.
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Abstrakt

Hlavńım ćılem této práce bylo zjistit, jak účast na seminář́ıch a přednáškách

ovlivňuje známku z testu. Přestože jsou školy primárńım zdrojem vzděláváńı,

na vysokých školách ve většině př́ıpad̊u neńı docházka povinná. Jako studentku

vysoké školy mě zaj́ımalo, jestli a jak účast na hodinách ovlivňuje výsledky

předmět̊u na škole, kde studuji. Proto jsem se rozhodla provést pr̊uzkum a pro

analýzu jsem si zvolila bakalářský kurz Econometrics II na Univerzitě Karlově

v Praze. Vzorek je 42 student̊u.

Kv̊uli problému s opomenut́ım d̊uležité proměnné bylo potřeba vźıt v úvahu

nepozorovatelné faktory jako schopnost, motivaci a úsiĺı student̊u. Z tohoto

d̊uvodu jsou v práci použity dvě metody odhadu. Nejprve metoda nejmenš́ıch

čtverc̊u s využit́ım proxy proměnných a poté dvoustupňová metoda nejmenš́ıch

čtverc̊u s instrumentálńı proměnnou.

Z výsledk̊u je patrné, že v analyzovaném vzorku student̊u má účast na

přednáškách pozitivńı a statisticky významný efekt na známku z testu, avšak

vliv účasti na seminář́ıch neńı významně rozd́ılný od nuly.

Kĺıčová slova docházka, studijńı výsledky, metoda ne-

jmenš́ı čtverc̊u (OLS), dvoustupňová

metoda nejmenš́ı čtverc̊u (2SLS),

racionálńı rozhodováńı
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At high schools class attendance is compulsory. Students have to go to

school every day, unless they have some serious reasons. Otherwise, if they do

not go to school, even if they study at home, they will be punished. On the other

hand, at the universities, the situation is much more different. Attendance is in

most cases not obligatory and it depends only on the students, if they choose

to get up in the morning, visit the lecture and probably learn something new,

or if they fall asleep again. This is a decision-making process that is based on

making choices that result in the most optimal level of benefit or utility for the

individual.

It is obvious that students take into account the advantages and disad-

vantages of visiting the lecture or seminar. They weigh whether the returns

cover the costs (Does it pay off to spend one hour in the subway? Is the lecture

worth it?). Therefore in my bachelor thesis I would like to describe the rational

decision making process.

In the empirical part, I will examine how attendance at lectures and semi-

nars of the course Econometrics II affects the score from the test of the students.

The first research will be conducted right after the midterm test in November

2015 and the second one after the final exams in February 2016. I will ask my

classmates to respond to some questions related to their individual character-

istics, course Econometrics I, hours they have studied for the test, how many

lectures and seminars of the Econometrics II have they visited, and what is

their score from the midterm test and final exam. These data will be collected

using a questionnaire.

Some of the research questions I would like to focus on are:

� How does attendance at the lecture and seminars affect exam results?
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Chapter 1

Introduction

From the first school year, children are led to attend school every day. Teachers

nor parents would let them stay at home unless there are some serious reasons.

Even at high schools, attendance is compulsory. Nevertheless, at the univer-

sities situation changes. Attendance at the lectures and seminars is usually

voluntary and it depends only on the student whether he will attend or not.

Moreover, some of these students already live on their own, therefore they are

not under any control of relatives. Every student wakes up in the morning

and decides if it is worth it for him to come to the lecture, or if it is better to

continue in sleeping.

As I am also a university student, I am interested whether attendance at

the lectures and seminars affects the exam results. There have been written

many studies related to this topic. Most of the authors (Schmidt (1983), Romer

(1993), Marburger (2001), etc.) have found a positive relationship between at-

tendance and the test score, meaning that when a student attends a lecture,

he is likely to get a higher score from the test. On the basis of these results,

many discussions have been held and there have been made suggestions that

attendance at the lectures and at the seminars should be compulsory. Never-

theless, different universities adopt different approaches and every teacher has

his own teaching methods. Thus each university is somehow unique and origi-

nal and my aim is to find out what is the effect of attendance at the university

where I study. I believe the result can be helpful not only for the students

who will see whether it is worth it to attend the lectures and seminars but also

for the teachers. On the basis of this analysis, they can consider mandatory

attendance or, on the contrary, prepare more effectively for the lectures and

seminars to increase the benefit of attending for students.
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Therefore I decided to investigate the effect of attendance at the Institute of

Economics Studies at the Charles University in Prague. I chose an obligatory

bachelor-level course Econometrics II which was held in the winter semester

in the academic year 2015/2016. The data were collected by a questionnaire

after a midterm test in November 2015. There were questions about student

individual characteristics, ability, motivation, effort, and score from the test.

I used two methods of estimation, ordinary least squares (OLS) and two-

stage least squares (2SLS). Because of the problem of omitted variable bias I

used proxy variables for ability, motivation, and effort in the OLS estimation.

Then I proceeded with the 2SLS estimation and used an instrument for atten-

dance. After these estimations, I conducted a Hausman test to see whether

the 2SLS is really necessary. Moreover, I used the Breusch-Pagan test for het-

eroskedasticity and dealt with its presence by heteroskedastic-robust standard

errors.

Structure of the thesis is as follows:

As I rely on the widely used economic assumption that people are rational,

there is explained not only the decision making process (Chapter 2) but also

who is a rational man, what is the rational decision making process, and the

expected utility theory. (Chapter 3) Last but not least, there is a paragraph

about irrationality, because as Mankiw (2011) mentions in his book Principles

of Economics, many studies of human decision making has proved that people

are not always rational, as they care about the fairness of an economic outcome

or they might be also inconsistent over time (more on this topic can be found

in the Appendix A). In Chapter 4, there is mentioned a simple model explain-

ing the use of the decision making theory as a theoretical background for the

empirical part. In Chapter 5, there are listed and compared authors who wrote

similar studies on this topic. In Chapter 6, there starts the empirical part of

the thesis and there is introduced the studied sample and the way a survey was

conducted. There are also described the variables and then presented tables

with descriptive statistics. Consequently, there is described the methodology.

After this, there finally comes the main part of the thesis, the presentation of

the results. There are also presented results of additional postestimation tests,

such as Hausman test or a test for heteroskedasticity. In the last part of the

thesis, all the important information and results are summed in a Conclusion

(Chapter 7). There are also provided implications and possible extensions.

In the Appendix A, as mentioned earlier, there is provided more information

about the irrationality in real life.



Chapter 2

Decisions and decision making

process

During studies at the university, every student faces many situations which

require making decisions. For example, as attendance at the university is not

usually obligatory, it depends only on the student, his targets, and his prefer-

ences. Consequently, the student decides whether to come to the lecture and

seminar or not. Obviously, he considers the advantages and disadvantages and

weighs whether the returns of coming to the lecture or seminar cover the costs.

This is a rational decision making process, which will be described in the Chap-

ter 3, that is based on making choices that result in the most optimal level of

utility1 for the student.

2.1 Definitions

To fully understand the theory of rational decision making of the students, it

is necessary to explain the basic concepts. Generally, there is not only one

definition of a term, so there will be provided more explanations for better

understanding.

The most important word in this theory is decision. Everybody should

somehow formulate the definition of a decision, but in the books or in the In-

ternet it is usually referred as the act of making up your mind about something,

or a position or an opinion or a judgment reached after proper consideration.

When people are asked how they would define “decision”, typically it is a

1Utility is the level of happiness or satisfaction that a person receives from his or her
circumstances. They pick the point on the highest indifference curve. (Mankiw 2011)
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thinking process involving a lot of mental activity in choosing between different

options. Nevertheless, people hardly ever mention the way how they make

decisions. And here comes the rational and logical thinking process – the

decision making process.

As in the case of a decision, there can be find many short definitions of a

decision making, such as:

� “The cognitive process of reaching a decision.2

� A position or opinion or judgment reached after consideration.

� Choosing between alternative courses of action using cognitive processes

– memory, thinking, evaluation, etc.

� The process of mapping the likely consequences of decisions, working

out the importance of individual factors, and choosing the best course of

action to take.”

(McDermott 2013)

These are the basic and usual clarifications, however, in different disciplines,

such as game theory or computer programming, they can slightly differ.

Usually it is more convenient to have more practical definition of a deci-

sion making, which is: “The process of selecting from several choices products

or ideas, and taking action.” (McDermott 2013) This definition of a decision

making also best reflects the behaviour of students described in this thesis.

Interesting characteristic of a decision making process is a degree of deter-

mination. It represents the magnitude of a space for the decision making. The

boarders of this space are primary ethical principles or binding prescriptions

and can determine not only the procedure but also the time when the decision

must be made. (Blažek 2011) The personal decision making3, which is the one

related to this thesis, exhibits very low degree of determination.

2.2 Stages in decision making process

The decision making process consists of phases, which include the recognition

of the need or the situation, searching for information, and an evaluation of

2Cognitive process consists of thinking through and weighing up all the possible alterna-
tives to consequently reach the best result.

3Decision making, when person decides in his own interest and on his own account about
himself. (Blažek 2011)
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the alternatives. The final decision should meet the human needs. When the

person makes the same decision repeatedly, some of these phases are omitted.

(Kozák & Posṕı̌sil 2013)

The decision making process can be usually divided into 5 stages:

� Defining the situation

� Generating alternatives

� Information gathering

� Selection

� Action

Defining the situation Defining the situation is the first and also the most

significant step. In any decision making process, it is crucial to fully understand

the situation and be sure what to achieve, otherwise there is a probability that

the situation will be strengthened later. It is also needed to realize what you

want to, not what you do not need. It is simple to determine what is not wanted,

however, this does not help in the decision making process. For example, people

should learn to say “I want to find a new job this month.” instead of “I hate

my job.”

This procedure sets a clear and measurable outcome for the decision making

process.

Generating alternatives Clearly, when people do not consider any alterna-

tives, there are no decisions to be made. The range of alternatives is usually

wide and depends on many factors, such as human experience, knowledge,

skills, or number of people who are involved in generating possibilities.

Information gathering Information is always important, regardless of whether

it is an information about alternatives or about the whole situation. People

need information to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of every available

option and choose the best one. They use the information obtained before

(internal information) and add new information gathered from external envi-

ronment. (Kozák & Posṕı̌sil 2013)

This step in the process is the most time consuming.
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Selection Selection is simply choosing the best of the alternatives. It can

be really straightforward if the previous steps have been done precisely and

correctly. In the rational decision models there is chosen the possibility which

has the most advantages, whereas for example in the intuitive decision model,

people are usually affected by their heart.

Action Without action, the whole decision making process would be a waste

of time. Good decision is the only one which is carried into action and the

action reaches the desired outcome.

These are the essential steps in every decision making process. The order of

them is important if it is desirable to make quality decisions comfortably and

efficiently. Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to look back at an earlier

level, for example when information changes. (McDermott 2013)



Chapter 3

Homo economicus and rational

decision making

3.1 Homo economicus

“Economists normally assume that people are rational” (Mankiw 2011) and

this assumption is also used in this thesis in the decision making process of the

students.

This particular species of organism is usually called “Homo economicus” or

“rational economic man”. “Rational people systematically and purposefully do

the best they can to achieve their objectives, given the available opportunities.”

(Mankiw 2011) As firm managers they maximize profit, as consumers, in this

case students, they maximize utility. Rational people understand that they

must make choices, given the pressing scarcity in the physical world, they must

identify and order their needs from most preferred to least preferred (McKenzie

2009), while rationally weighing all the costs and benefits, and consistently

choose the best possible option. (Mankiw 2011) Rational people also know

that decisions are hardly ever black and white, therefore they make decisions by

comparing marginal benefits and marginal costs.1 “A rational decision maker

takes an action if and only if the marginal benefit of the action exceeds the

marginal cost.” (Mankiw 2011) Loosely speaking, students choose to attend

the lectures and the seminars if the marginal benefit (higher score from the

test) exceeds their marginal cost (less free time).

1Marginal change is a small incremental adjustment to an existing plan or action (Mankiw
2011)
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3.2 Rational decision making

Rational decision making can be described as a cognitive process, which

includes logically ordered steps (McDermott 2013) and enables formation of

an equilibrium. (Posṕı̌sil 2013) More closely, it involves choosing among al-

ternatives in keeping with preferences and beliefs of an individual or a group,

jointly making a decision. (Doyle 1999) Rational decision making is based on

the systematic searching for the best possible solutions with the aim to maxi-

mize the utility and profit. Analysts of a given decision usually “consider only

a restricted set of abstract alternatives that capture the important or inter-

esting differences among the alternatives.” (Doyle 1999) This consideration

is necessary, especially in problems of what to do, otherwise the full range of

different possibilities exceeds comprehension. The model assumes not only the

knowledge of all the options leading to the given target but also the knowledge

of all the consequences of these options, infinite ability to quantitatively eval-

uate every option, and choosing the option with the highest utility. (Brechta

& Grasseová 2013)

3.2.1 Assumptions

The principle of the rational decision making was the same throughout the

history, however, the assumptions have changed. I would like to mention in

this part of thesis the most noticeable ones.

In 1962, as noted in the Price Theory, Milton Friedman relies on the as-

sumption that either people make choices to maximize their gain or they can

be assumed to act as if they do: “Accordingly, we shall suppose that the in-

dividual in making these decisions act as if he were pursuing and attempting

to maximize a single end, using subjective utility as the means of comparing

alternatives available in choices.” (McKenzie 2009)

According to Gary S. Becker (1971), the essence of rational behaviour can

be summarized in an axiom, which says: “Each consumer has an ordered set

of preferences, and he chooses the most preferred position available to him.

Ordering includes transitivity and implies that he could rank any three baskets

of goods, α, β, γ, such that if he prefers α to β and β to γ, then (by transitivity)

he necessarily prefers α to γ. When he neither prefers α to β nor β to γ, he
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is said to be indifferent between them2, and indifference is also transitive.”

(McKenzie 2009)

In 1999, Doyle extended the rational decision theory to other assumptions.

Apart from the transitivity, decision theory requires also reflexivity (x ≤ x)

and relating every pair of alternatives (either x ≤ y or y ≤ x).3

These requirements correspond to standard intuitions about simple decision

making processes, where it is easy to differ between diverse amounts, more is

better, and it is possible to say what is more. There have been made many

theoretical arguments in support of the given requirements. E.g., when a person

has preferences which miss these properties there can be constructed a wager

against him which he is sure to loose. (Doyle 1999)

When a complete ordering of options is given, rational decision making

theory involves choosing maximally desirable alternatives; that is alternatives

x such that y ≤ x for all alternatives y. (Doyle 1999) It is possible to have

none, one, or even many such maxima. In finite sets of alternatives, there

always exist the maximally preferred alternatives. When preferences linearly

order the alternatives, the maxima are ensured to be unique when they exist.

(Doyle 1999) Because of this we can call the model optimizing decision making

model. (McDermott 2013)

The theory also involves a variety of techniques used for identifying the

preferences of individual decision makers. This identification or assessment

usually leads to a reconsideration of the “alternatives when the alternatives

aggregate together things differing along some dimension on which preference

depends.” (Doyle 1999)

3.2.2 Expected utility theory

The notions of preferences and optimal choice have usually qualitative basics,

whereas the most practical treatments in decision making theory represent

preference orders by means of numerical utility functions. Function U, which

assigns a number to different alternatives, represents the relation ≤ only if

U(x) ≤ U(y) whenever x ≤ y. Obviously, “when a utility function represents

a preference relation, then any monotone-increasing transform of the function

represents the relation as well, and that such representation does not change the

2He would be willing to let the toss of a coin determine his choice (McKenzie 2009)
3The notation x ≤ y means that alternative y is at least as desirable as alternative x, read

as y is weakly preferred to x; “weakly” since x ≤ y permits x and y to be equally desirable.
(Doyle 1999)
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set of maximally-preferred alternatives.” (Doyle 1999) Because the numerical

values only express order, not magnitude, these functions are called ordinal

utility functions.4

When formalizing the choice among actions which with different possibilities

yield different results, the theory moves to the criterion of maximizing expected

utility. (Doyle 1999)

Expected utility theory (EUT) is nowadays practically the only theoretical

model which is used by economists to model human decision making under risk

or uncertainty. For better understanding I will provide an example, which is

used also by Brechta & Grasseová (2013).

Assume making decision among different actions, which will be labelled as

A, B, . . . In this decision making task, there exist in total n possible outcomes

gathered in a vector x = (x1, x2, . . ., xn). In a decision making under risk,

we assume that a random action A is fully described by a factor of objective

probabilities pA= (pA1, pA2, . . ., pAn), which the decision maker knows. With

these probabilities the choice of this action leads to the particular results in

the vector x. Essentially, the decision making among the actions A, B, . . .

is a decision making among the vectors pA, pB, . . . Action A can be clearly

displayed in a table:

Outcome x1 x2 . . . xn
A pA1 pA2 . . . pAn

(Brechta & Grasseová 2013)

Now for simplicity assume that the vector x involves only sums of money

ordered in a way that: x1 < x2 < . . . < xn. A theory that preceded the EUT is

the theory of expected value, which claims that people decide according to the

amount of the expected value of the compared actions; that is they consider A

better than B if and only if:

n∑
i=1

piA × xi = EV (A) >
n∑

i=1

piB × xi = EV (B) (3.1)

(Brechta & Grasseová 2013)

, where EV is the expected value of the action, n is number of outcomes,

piA is the probability, and xi is the vector.

4So that U(x) = 2U(y) does not mean that x is twice as desirable as y.
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Nevertheless, the theory of expected value does not described the human

decision making properly. According to Bernoulli’s hypothesis, in reality, in

the computation of the expected value of an action, the amounts x1, x2, . . .,

xn do not enter directly, but they are transformed by so called utility function,

U(xi).

The principle of the expected utility theory is that human decision making

under risk follows amount of the expected utility of the compared actions, that

is people consider A better than B if and only if:

n∑
i=1

piA × U(xi) = EU(A) >
n∑

i=1

pib × U(xi) = EU(B) (3.2)

(Brechta & Grasseová 2013)

, where EU is the expected utility of the action, n is number of outcomes,

piA is the probability, and U(xi) is the utility function.

3.2.3 Rational model as a normative model

Rational decision model represents a specific form of an “ideal model”, which

should be approached in real life and belongs to the group of normative mod-

els. These models focus on providing manuals how to solve decision making

problems, which model to use, and how. Essentially, those are processes of

creating some standards whose application enables reaching the desired qual-

ity of decision making. These normative theories are based on the application

of mathematical methods and models, such as operating and decision making

analysis. (Brechta & Grasseová 2013)

3.2.4 Rationality vs. irrationality

Rational consumer, rational behaviour, and rational decision making processes

are basic assumptions widely used throughout the whole economic theory as

well as in this thesis.

Nevertheless, these decision making models do not reflect many factors that

influence consumer behaviour, such as his habits, given circumstances, or his

mood. (Kozák & Posṕı̌sil 2013)

Even though people will never manage to live up the requirements and

assumptions of ideal rationality, the theoretical model is surprisingly widely
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applicable and serves as a useful approximation, one that supports predictions,

not only in economics but also in a variety of other fields. (Doyle 1999)

More about irrationality in real life can be found in the Appendix A.



Chapter 4

Model of student’s behaviour

During studies, especially at the university, a student faces many situations,

which require making decisions. Some of these are more important, some are

less. Nevertheless, at a given point in time the student has to make the final

decision.

In my thesis, I focus on the students who study the course Econometrics

II at the Charles University in Prague. As this course is obligatory, student

cannot decide if he will take this course or not. He simply has to pass and

obtain the given credit.

For passing the course it is necessary to fulfil the requirements and take

the final exam. And there are many ways how to get prepared for the exam.

During the semester student gathers information, reads the textbook, refreshes

knowledge, talks to older students about the tests, and determines whether he

is able to prepare for the test on his own.

Consequently, student chooses his own way of studying, decides whether to

attend lectures and seminars, and eventually how many of them. Some students

choose the way of attending every lecture and every seminar and, on the other

hand, other students attend more sporadically. In the end of the semester each

student takes the final exam and gets a grade corresponding to his input.

But how does the student decide in these situations? How does he determine

how many of the lectures and seminars should he attend? The process is

described in the theoretical part of this thesis. The decision making process

depends on his preferences and targets. Moreover, I assume that student thinks

rationally. Student knows how able he is, how much effort he needs to put in the

studying, and if it is necessary for him to attend the lectures and the seminars,

or if he is able to manage to pass the course without any help of others.
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Nevertheless, as already mentioned, different students have different pref-

erences. For some, it is enough to pass the course, no matter what grade they

get. For others, it is important to get a given grade, usually the best possible,

because of getting a scholarship or just for a satisfaction.

This behaviour can be described by a simple utility maximization theory. I

assume that a student has some utility from the score of the test. Nevertheless,

he also has some utility from his free time. Therefore his behaviour can be

described by a utility function U(n, t), where n is the number of points obtained

from the test and t is the time spent at the lectures and the seminars. When we

think closer about this issue, it is clear that there is some relationship between

n and t. It can be said that number of points from the test n may depend

on the time spent at the lectures and seminars t. Thus, the utility function is

U(n(t), t) and student chooses such t that maximizes his utility.

In this thesis, primarily in the empirical part, I am interested in the rela-

tionship between n and t. More precisely, I would like to investigate whether

increase in t has a positive effect on n. In other words, I am interested in ∂n
∂t

,

which can be derived:

MAX U(n(t), t)

F.O.C.:

∂U

∂n
× ∂n

∂t
+
∂U

∂t
= 0 (4.1)

∂n

∂t
= −

∂U
∂t
∂U
∂n

(4.2)

I assume that ∂U
∂t

< 0 (as with increasing time spent at school decreases

the free time and therefore the student’s utility), and that ∂U
∂n

> 0 (the higher

score from the test, the better for student). This implies that ∂n
∂t

should be also

positive.

Nevertheless, it is not known how strong the relationship between n and

t is, because the ration ∂U
∂t

and ∂U
∂n

is unknown. This definitely depends on

the preferences of students. Some students prefer more free time, other prefer

better grades. Also, n(t) can be influenced by the capability of a student. The

cleverer student needs less time spent at the lectures, seminars, or studying at

home to get the same result as an average student. This issue also influences

the results.
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In summary, even though student’s decision making process whether to

come to the lecture or seminar depends also on his preferences and exam re-

sults are influenced by many factors, this simple model predicts that higher

attendance should also correspond to better score from the test. This is a

prediction that will be estimated in the empirical part of this thesis.



Chapter 5

Literature review

“Lectures and other class meetings are primary means of instruction in almost

all undergraduate courses. Yet almost everyone who has taught an undergrad-

uate course has probably noticed that attendance at these meetings is far from

perfect.” (Romer 1993) Because of this reason, there have been written many

studies regarding the relationship between school attendance and academic

performance over the past decades.

First author I would like to mention is Schmidt (1983), who investigated

in a sample of 216 students of principles of macroeconomics that when treated

as an aggregate measure, time spent at the lectures does not improve aca-

demic performance. On the contrary, components of that time measure, such

as hours spent in lectures and in discussions had a positive and significant effect

on exam performance, even when controlled for hours of study. The experiment

was run in 1970 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison using a control and

experimental lecture. Schmidt primarily used the method of OLS. Different

results obtained Kerr & Park (1990), who found an inverse effect between aca-

demic performance and attendance, even after controlling for the unobservable

motivation.

Ten years later after Schmidt, Romer (1993) published widely cited study

related to this topic, which is called “Do students go to class? Should they?”.

He conducted a survey in economic courses at three relatively elite universi-

ties and found that usually about one third of students does not attend the

class, which is rampant. Romer also presented the regression estimates of the

relation between attendance and performance in a sample of 195 students of

macroeconomics, which indicated a positive and significant relationship be-

tween mentioned variables. “The difference in performance between a student
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who attends regularly and one who attends sporadically is about full letter

grade.”1 (Romer 1993) On the basis of these results, Romer suggested proper

consideration of making attendance mandatory.

In the next years, Durden & Ellis (1995), Devadoss & Foltz (1996), and also

Chan et al. (1997) examined this relationship and all the results indicated that

higher attendance means better academic performance. Moreover, Devadoss

& Foltz (1996) as well as Kerr & Park (1990) earlier found cumulative GPA

and SAT scores to have even greater impact on student performance than

attendance.

Marburger (2001) in a sample of 60 students enrolled in a course of mi-

croeconomic principles matched the information on student attendance at each

class with the records of the class meeting when the material corresponding to

each multi-choice test question was covered. The obtained results showed that

students who were present at the class when the material needed to answer

a question correctly was discussed were significantly more likely to provide a

correct answer to this question than those who had missed the class.

Kirby & McElroy (2003) showed that the main variables which determine

whether a student attends a class or not are travel time to school and hours

worked.

Stanca (2006) used a panel data set of 766 students of microeconomics and

found that neither proxy variables nor instrumental variables solve the prob-

lem of omitted variable bias. Therefore he used panel estimators, where results

showed that attendance has a small but significant effect on academic perfor-

mance. Despite this finding, Stanca does not support the idea of compulsory

attendance, as “this policy would distort the opportunity cost of absenteeism

and impose a welfare loss on students.” (Stanca 2006)

Caviglia-Harris (2006) investigated the impact of mandatory attendance

policy and rates of absenteeism on student performance. Results of this anal-

ysis are quite surprising; results are robust to corrections for survival bias and

endogeneity, which means that the mandatory attendance does not affect per-

formance.

In one of the most recent studies, Chen & Lin (2008) conducted a random-

ized experiment to investigate the average attendance effect for students who

attend the lectures, which is known in the literature as the average treatment

effect on the treated. The results showed that student attendance at the lec-

1Considering only students who do all of the problem sets and controlling for prior grade
point average (Romer 1993)
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tures has a positive and significant effect on academic performance. Whereas in

existing studies using the empirical method the rise in the performance was only

5.1 % when student attends lectures, in this experiment the results indicated

an improvement of 9.4 % to 18 % in the exam performance.

Generally said, there is usually a positive effect of attendance at lectures

and seminars at the student performance. Nevertheless, as pointed out by

Romer (1993), with cross-sectional data, the possibility that the estimated

relationship between attendance and exam performance reflects the impact of

omitted factors rather than a true effect cannot be ruled out.

Some of the mentioned studies worked with cross-sectional data and some

with panel data sets, which use should help to get rid of the undesirable variable

omitted bias. Unfortunately, I was not able to collect panel data, as mentioned

in the Chapter 6, so I work with cross-sectional data instead. Because I am also

a student, I was interested how attendance affects the performance at school

where I study. Therefore, I conducted a survey to see whether the hypothesis

that attendance at the lectures and seminars should help to gain better grade is

valid also in our Institute of Economic Studies at Charles University in Prague.

In my opinion, this research can be helpful not only for students at this Institute

who will see whether it is worth it to attend the lectures and seminars but also

for teachers. On the basis of the results of this study, they can consider a

mandatory attendance or, on the other hand, prepare more for the lectures or

seminars to increase the benefit of attending for the students, depending on

the results.



Chapter 6

Empirical analysis

In this part I focus on the core of the thesis, which is the empirical research.

My hypothesis is that students at the university benefit from attending the

lectures and the seminars. The more lectures and seminars they attend, the

higher score from the test they get. In this section I will describe the sample,

provide description of the data, present the descriptive statistics, methods of

estimation, and last but not least the results.

6.1 Sample and data collection

For my analysis, I conducted a survey among students at the Institute of Eco-

nomics Studies at the Charles University in Prague. I chose an undergraduate

obligatory course Econometrics II, which directly follows the course Econo-

metrics I. Only those students who passed the Econometrics I can sign up for

Econometrics II during the following semester. The chosen course lasted for

12 weeks in the winter semester in the academic year 2015/2016. Most of the

signed up students were third year students, however, some of them were taking

the course for the second time, as they had failed the course for the first time.

The semester consisted of 12 lectures and 12 seminars. Nevertheless, there were

three different dates for seminars during week and the students attended one

according to their time preferences. The teaching assistant who led the sem-

inars was the same in one week, but in different weeks three seminar leaders

were changing. The lecture was held on Tuesday and was led by the lecturer.

Even though this course was obligatory, there was obligatory attendance nei-

ther at the lectures nor at the seminars. The course requirements were 3 home
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assignments (in total 21 % of the final grade), midterm exam (20 %), final

exam (45 %), and empirical paper (14 %).

I planned to conduct two surveys. The first one right after the midterm

test and the second one after the final exams. Nevertheless, it came out to

be impossible not only because of the reasons of time, when there were four

exam dates since the beginning of January 2016 till mid-February 2016, but

also because of withholding of a nickname from some students, therefore I

was not able to match the answers from the two surveys. Thus I distributed

questionnaires only after the midterm test, which was held on the 10th of

November 2015. Up to this date, there were 6 lectures and 6 seminars. The

total sample is 42 students. (N=42). The total number of students who took

the midterm exam is 59. Thus, the response rate in my questionnaire is 71,2 %.

The limitation of this study is that the sample of the students was drawn

from one particular institute, therefore the results cannot be generalized, and

they do not have to be typical for other schools.

6.2 Variables description

This section describes all the variables relevant for my analysis.

Dependent variable

� Points: denotes the number of points in % a respondent has obtained

from the midterm test. Therefore the variable takes value from 0 to 100.

The value can be also a decimal number. Originally, the range was from

0 to 20 points, however, I have rescaled the data to percentage points for

better understanding and comparability.

Independent variables of interest

� Lectures: denotes how many of the lectures in % a respondent has at-

tended. Therefore the value ranges from 0 to 100. Originally, the range

was from 0 to 6 lectures, however, I have rescaled the data to percentage

points for better understanding and comparability.

� Seminars: denotes how many of the seminars in % a respondent has

attended. Therefore the value ranges from 0 to 100. Originally, the range

was from 0 to 6 seminars, however, I have rescaled the data to percentage

points for better understanding and comparability.
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Independent variables, which provide further information about

the student (individual characteristics):

� Gender: a dummy variable, equals 1 if respondent is a woman, 0 other-

wise.

� Age: denotes the age of the respondent.

� CZ: a dummy variable, equals 1 if a respondent is from Czech Republic,

0 otherwise.

� SK: a dummy variable, equals 1 if a respondent is from Slovakia, 0 oth-

erwise.

When including the dummy variables CZ and SK in the regression, the

omitted category is Other, which denotes that respondent is neither from the

Czech Republic nor from Slovakia. I decided to proceed in this way because

there was only one respondent from Germany and one from Poland. It means

that the dummy variable Other is the base group1 and if the variables CZ and

SK takes the value 0, the student is from Germany or Poland. Omitting one of

the variables is crucial in this case, as it is needed to avoid the dummy variable

trap.2

� Relatives: a dummy variable, equals 1 if a respondent lives with relatives,

0 otherwise.

� Mother: denotes the highest level of education respondent’s mother has

completed. This variable takes integer values from 1 to 4, where 1 =

primary school, 2 = high school, 3 = high school with diploma, 4 =

university.

� Father: denotes the highest level of education respondent’s father has

completed. This variable takes integer values from 1 to 4, where 1 =

primary school, 2 = high school, 3 = high school with diploma, 4 =

university.

As proxies for ability there are used three variables:

1Or the benchmark group, the group against which comparisons are made. (Wooldridge
2013)

2Problem which arises when too many dummy variables describe a given number of groups.
Using all three dummy variables (CZ, SK and Other) would introduce perfect collinearity
because CZ + SK + Other = 1 (Wooldridge 2013)
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� First time: a dummy variable, equals 1 if a respondent studies the course

for the first time, 0 otherwise.

� Ecox I: denotes the final grade from the course Econometrics I. The grade

takes value from 1 to 3 (not 4, otherwise the student has failed the course).

� Math IV: a dummy variable, equals 1 if a respondent has already passed

the course Matematika IV or any other equivalent course, 0 otherwise.

As proxies for effort there is used the variable Hours:

� Hours: denotes how much time, in hours, a respondent has studied for

the midterm test.

And finally as proxies for motivation there are used two variables:

� Eval ecox: denotes a respondent’s evaluation of the overall course. The

variable takes value from 1 to 5, where 1 means terrible and 5 stands for

awesome.

� Eval lecturer: denotes a respondent’s evaluation of the lecturer. The

variable takes value from 1 to 5, where 1 means terrible and 5 stands for

awesome.

Additional variables are:

� Travel time: denotes how much time, in minutes, a respondent travels to

school.

� Tuesday: denotes how many other lessons a respondent has on Tuesday

(the same day of the lecture of Econometrics II). The value ranges from

0 to 4.

� Job: a dummy variable, equals 1 if a respondent has a job during the

semester, 0 otherwise.

The only variable that has been dropped out from the data set is the variable

Education, as every student involved in this survey studied a grammar school.
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6.3 Descriptive statistics

The Table 6.1 introduces information about all the included variables. Firstly,

I will focus on the dummy variables and then on the non-dummy variables for

better clarity.

Because of the binary variables, the mean value states the percentage rep-

resentation of a given variable in the sample. Therefore it can be seen that

there are more men (52,4 %) than women (47,6 %) in the sample, 90,5 % of the

students are from the Czech Republic, and only 4,8 % from Slovakia. Almost

everybody (97,6 %) studied the course Econometrics II for the first time, how-

ever, only 66,7 % of the students have already passed the course Matematika IV

or any other comparable course (this applies to foreign students). Interesting

fact is that more than half of the students (59,5 %) still lives with their rela-

tives, but 66,7 % of the students have already a job or a part-time job. The

minima and maxima are provided in the Table B.1.

Table 6.1: Summary statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev.
Gender 0.476 0.505
Age 21.667 0.786
CZ 0.905 0.297
SK 0.048 0.216
First time 0.976 0.154
Ecox I 2.024 0.869
Mother 3.452 0.803
Father 3.452 0.889
Relatives 0.595 0.497
Lectures 66.667 33.333
Seminars 65.873 33.324
Hours 20.345 21.38
Eval ecox 3.333 1.004
Eval lecturer 3.286 1.088
Job 0.667 0.477
Math IV 0.667 0.477
Travel time 29.524 17.935
Tuesday 1.476 0.994
Points 62.226 18.082

N 42

Moving on the non-dummy variables, the average student involved in the

survey is almost 22 years old (21,7) with grade 2 from the course Economet-
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rics I. The average obtained level of education of parents is the same for a

mother and a father, higher than the high school graduation but lower than

the university education. As mentioned earlier, points from the midterm test

(variable Points), number of attended lectures (variable Lectures), and number

of attended seminars (variable Seminars) were rescaled for better comprehen-

sion, interpretability, and also for comparability. It means that e.g. the mean

of variable Lectures, which is 66,7, means that on average a student attended

66,7 % of the lectures. Just a little bit lower was attendance at seminars, where

a student on average attended 65,9 % of the seminars. The average obtained

percentage score from the midterm test was 62,2 %, which is about 12,5 points

from the overall 20 points. The average number of hours a student studied for

the test is 20,3 hours. Regarding the popularity of the course and the lecturer,

students were on average rather satisfied and evaluated the course and the lec-

turer above average (3,33 and 3,29 respectively, from the total of 5 points).

The average travel time from a student’s home to school is almost half an hour

(29,5 minutes).

As can be seen in the Table B.2, the maximum and minimum values corre-

spond to the numbers stated in the description of variables. Worth mentioning

is the range of age of the involved students, where the youngest one is 21 years

old and the oldest student is 24 years old. Last but not least, a student who

lives the closer to school the journey takes only 6 minutes. On the other hand,

the maximum travel time is 90 minutes. It can be also seen that the maximum

percentage score obtained from the test in the sample is 91,25 %, which means

18,25 points.

In reality, the average obtained score from the midterm test is 12,67 points

and the ratio of Czech students among the students who took the midterm

test is 90 %, which corresponds to the values in my sample (12,5 points and

90,5 %). In reality, the ratio of girls who took the midterm test is 40 %, whereas

in my sample it is 47,6 %, which is a little bit higher. Nevertheless, the results

between the samples are quite similar, therefore I can work with the sample

with imperfect response rate (71,2 %) as it represents the real sample quite

well.

From the enclosed histograms, it can be seen that the variable Points (Fig-

ure B.1) is negatively skewed (skewed to the right), rather than being normally

distributed, while the variable Hours (Figure B.2) is positively skewed (skewed

to the left). It shows that most of the students studied for the midterm test

from 10 to 20 hours and answered from 60 % to 75 % of the questions correctly.
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The histograms of variables Lectures (Figure B.3) and Seminars (Figure B.4)

shows that the data for student attendance is definitely not normally dis-

tributed. Nevertheless, most of the students attended between 92 % to 100 %

seminars and lectures. On the other hand, it shows that some students have

attended neither a lecture nor a seminar.

6.4 Methods of estimation

The purpose of this thesis is to find out how attendance at the lectures and

seminars affects the exam results. It means that I aim at identifying the casual

relationship between teaching and learning. I assume that learning consists

of matching two factors, namely academic input and student input. (See, for

example, Lazear (2001), Todd & Wolpin (2003), and Stanca (2006)) The aca-

demic input is the one that relates to the lecturers or seminars leaders. It

therefore involves teaching, which means lectures, classes, etc. On the other

hand student input includes many factors, among which the most important

ones are ability, effort, and motivation.

If linearity is assumed, this equation can describe the relationship:

yi = β1x1i + β2x2i + εi (6.1)

,

, where yi stands for the learning for a student i (i = 1, ..., N), x1i stands

for the academic input, x2i stands for the student input, and ε stands for the

error term as usual.

The learning is expressed by the student performance at the midterm test

and the academic input, which means teaching, is expressed by attendance at

the lectures and the seminars. Attendance is chosen to stand for the teaching

because if a lecturer or a seminar leader has excellent teaching skills, then

usually many students choose to attend the lecture, as they see higher benefit

of coming than if the lecturer/seminar leader had poor teaching skills.

Regarding the student input, it is difficult to find a suitable measure because

the needed elements, such as ability or effort, are hard to be directly observed.

This is a problem for estimation, because student input and student attendance

might be highly correlated. For example, a student who puts a lot of effort in

studying and has a motivation is supposed to attend the lectures or seminars

more than the one who lacks these properties. So it is evident that the factors
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such as motivation, effort, and ability are likely to be positively correlated with

attendance. Therefore, putting the student input (x2) in the error term would

cause the OLS estimator of the parameter β1 to be biased and inconsistent.

More precisely, the estimator of the parameter is expected to be positively

biased because of the positive correlation between the omitted variable (x2)

and attendance. Obviously, this is a problem of omitted variable, which causes

endogeneity. It means that changes in x1 are associated not only with changes

in y but also with changes in the error term.

There can be find two solutions for this problem. The first one is to find

suitable proxy variables for the problematic student input and the second one

is to come up with appropriate instrumental variable for attendance.

6.4.1 Proxy variables

One possibility how to eliminate or at least mitigate the omitted variable bias

in Equation 6.1 is to find a suitable proxy variable3 for the omitted variable,

the student input.

It means I will estimate a model:

yi = β1x1i + β2x
∗
2i + εi (6.2)

, where the explanatory variable x∗2i is unobserved, but I can use a proxy

variable for x∗2i, which will be labelled as x2i. It is required that there is some

relationship between x∗2i and x2i, which can be expressed as: x∗2i = δ0+δ2x2i+υi,

where υi is an error term due to the fact that x∗2i and x2i are not exactly related

and δ2 expresses the relation between the x∗2i and x2i. Typically δ2 > 0, as

usually omitted variable and proxy variable are positively correlated. Next

requirement for consistent estimator of β1 is that x1i and υi are not correlated,

which means that the proxy variable captures all of the correlation between

student input, which is the unobserved factor, and attendance, the independent

variable of interest. (Wooldridge 2013)

As proxies for ability I use variables Math IV, First time, and Ecox I, as a

proxy for effort variable Hours, and as proxies for motivation variables Eval ecox

and Eval lecturer. I assume that these variables might be good proxies. The

intuition behind this assumption is following: If a student has already passed

the course Math IV, it implies that he is more able than the student who has

3Proxy variable is something that is related to the unobserved variable that would like to
be controled in an analysis (Wooldridge 2013)
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not passed the course yet. If a student studies the course Econometrics II for

the second time, it means that he has not manage to pass the course even if he

had three attempts for the final test. This might be because of the reason that

he is not so able. The ability can also be approached by the final grade from

the course Econometrics I. The better grade, the higher ability of a student.

Next, I use the variables Eval ecox and Eval lecturer as proxies for moti-

vation, because I would say the more a student likes the lecturer or a seminar

leader, their teaching methods and techniques, and the more a student is inter-

ested in the content of the course and its organization, the more he is motivated.

Lastly, as a proxy for effort I use the variable Hours. The more hours a student

has studied for the test, the more effort he puts in.

This intuition implies strong correlation between the unobserved factors

and the proxies. I also believe that it is the motivation, effort, and ability that

affects the score from the test: evaluation of the course and lecturer, hours

studied, grade from the Econometrics I, passing the course Matematika IV or

taking the course Econometrics II for the second time, would not matter if the

true motivation, effort, and ability were known.

6.4.2 Instrumental variables

Alternative approach how to deal with the problem of omitted variable bias

is usually used when suitable proxy variables are not available, and it is a

method of instrumental variables. This method is able to solve the problem of

endogeneity of one or more independent variables by leaving the unobserved

variable in the error term, but instead of using the OLS it uses an estimation

method that recognizes the presence of the omitted variable. (Wooldridge 2013)

The instrumental variable nets out the correlation between student input and

attendance, so that β̂IV
1 would measure the net effect of attendance on student

performance. (Stanca 2006) The instrumental variables estimator provides a

way how to obtain at least consistent parameter estimates.

Therefore it is needed to find an appropriate instrumental variable, say

z. For consistent estimates, the instrumental variable z must have certain

properties. It must be a variable that has no direct effect on the score of the

test, and which is not correlated with omitted variables, and at the same time

is correlated with attendance. It means that:

� Cov(z, u) = 0: which implies that z is exogenous in the equation, and
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therefore has no partial effect on y. Unfortunately, this assumption can-

not be tested and I must rely on the economic intuition.

� Cov(z, x) 6= 0: which implies that z is correlated with x. This assumption

can be tested by running a simple regression of x on z. The assumption

holds if and only if the coefficient is not zero.

Unfortunately, these requirements are usually difficult to maintain in reality.

Moreover, if the endogenous variable is only weakly related to the instrument,

the resulting estimates can be inexact.

The instrumental variables for attendance I have chosen are the variables

Travel time, which denotes how many minutes a student travels from home to

school, Job, which is a dummy variable equalled 1 if student has a job, and

Tuesday, which denotes how many other lessons a student has on Tuesday (the

same day as the lecture of Econometrics).

The first assumption, as said earlier, cannot be tested. Nevertheless, I

assume that these variables do not have any partial effect on the dependent

variable, score from the midterm test. The travel time depends on the place

where a student lives, and this is usually affected mainly by the price. Also

at this age, it can be still parent’s decision. Then, the times of the lectures

and seminars are determined by the timetable which is provided by the school.

Even though a student can choose which seminar he wants to sign up, it is

usually restricted by the times of the lectures and seminars of other courses,

so he cannot choose freely. Lastly, a student usually looks for a job primarly

because of earning some extra money for living. Therefore I believe that these

variables are exogenous.

Regarding the second assumption, I suppose that the variables Travel time,

Job are negatively correlated with attendance, and the variable Tuesday is

positively correlated with attendance. The intuition is following: If student

has a job, he has less free time, which results in lower attendance. Either he

is at work at the time of the lecture/seminar, or he wants to relax after work

and do not go to the school. Next, the longer travel time from student’s home

to school, the less likely it is that a student will attend. E.g., if a student

lives 50 minutes away from school and has only one lecture on Tuesday, he

would spend 100 minutes in a tram because of 80 minutes of a lecture. So

some students decide to stay at home. Lastly, the more lessons student has on

Tuesday, the more it is worth for him to travel to school, as he can benefit from

attending more lectures and seminars.
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This assumption needs to be tested. Therefore I ran a simple regression

of the endogenous variables Lectures and Seminars on instrumental variables

(and other exogenous variables) and studied the relevant coefficients and their

statistical significance. The results of the simple regressions of possible instru-

ments on the endogenous variables are provided in the Table 6.2 and Table 6.3.

The variable Job proved to be appropriate relevant instrument for attendance

of lectures and seminars, as the coefficient is −21, 43, respectively −20, 83, and

it is statistically significant at 5 %, respectively at 6 % significance level. It

implies that if student has a job, attendance at lectures declines by 21,43 % and

by 20,83 % at seminars, which corresponds to my assumption of negative corre-

lation between these variables. When students have a job, they have certainly

less free time and this may cause attending less lectures and seminars.

Table 6.2: Testing instruments I

(1) (2) (3)
Lectures Lectures Lectures

Job -21.43∗∗

(10.51)

Travel time 0.0973
(0.293)

Tuesday 2.471
(5.290)

N 42 42 42

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

The variable Travel time unfortunately cannot be used as an instrument,

as it the coefficient is not statistically significant. Moreover, the coefficient is

slightly positive, which does not conform to my idea that the longer travel time

from home to school, the lower attendance. The variable Tuesday is not an ap-

propriate instrument either. The coefficient is again statistically insignificant,

but positive.

To sum up, the variables Tuesday and Travel time proved to be inappro-

priate instruments for attendance, thus there is left only one possible variable

as an instrument, the variable Job. Nevertheless, in the data set there are

two endogenous variables, so it was necessary to limit my analysis to the ef-

fect of one of attendance variables at a time, otherwise the equation would be

underindentified.
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Table 6.3: Testing instruments II

(1) (2) (3)
Seminars Seminars Seminars

Job -20.83∗

(10.54)

Travel time 0.0986
(0.293)

Tuesday 5.745
(5.225)

N 42 42 42

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

6.5 Estimation results

In this part of the thesis there are presented and discussed the results of the

OLS and 2SLS estimations. Moreover, there are also provided the results of

postestimation tests, such as Hausman test for endogeneity or Breusch-Pagan

test for heteroskedasticity.

For the interpretation of the results I generally used the 10 % significance

level (if not stated differently) as the sample is rather small and therefore the

results are imprecise. The statistical software Stata was used for the estimation.

6.5.1 OLS Results

Results from the OLS estimation are presented in the Table 6.4. I have esti-

mated different alternatives and it is obvious that the results vary across the

estimations of different models.

Firstly, I ran a regression of attendance on the score. When regressing only

attendance at the lectures on the dependent variable Points (column (1)), the

coefficient is statistically significant even at 4 % significance level and implies

that one additional percentage point of attendance at lectures increases the

score from the test by 0,18 %. On the other hand, when using only attendance

at the seminars as an independent variable (column (2)), the coefficient is not

statistically significant. When controlling for both components of attendance

(column (3)), the coefficients are slightly positive, however, not statistically

different from zero.

When adding a set of variables of individual characteristics (column (4)), the
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Table 6.4: OLS regression

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Points Points Points Points Points Points Points

Lectures 0.178∗∗ 0.164 0.144 0.194∗ 0.158 0.200∗

(0.0810) (0.109) (0.122) (0.0964) (0.117) (0.102)

Seminars 0.129 0.0208 0.107 0.00481 0.0345 -0.0000851
(0.0833) (0.109) (0.126) (0.0941) (0.110) (0.0969)

Gender 10.67∗ 6.554 8.686 7.680
(6.182) (4.686) (5.895) (5.165)

Age 2.318
(4.090)

CZ 31.49 23.99∗∗∗ 19.02∗ 25.51∗∗∗

(19.13) (8.040) (9.589) (8.515)

SK 26.24
(24.73)

Mother 1.047
(5.655)

Father -0.102
(4.667)

Relatives -6.097
(6.523)

Math IV 15.78∗∗∗ 17.46∗∗∗

(5.419) (5.771)

First time 26.69∗ 26.50
(15.27) (17.01)

Ecox I -2.248 -2.062
(2.946) (3.046)

Eval ecox -1.517 -1.795
(3.782) (3.525)

Eval lecturer 1.923 3.097
(3.424) (2.983)

Hours -0.0182 0.0508
(0.150) (0.131)

N 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
adj. R2 0.085 0.033 0.063 0.090 0.351 0.080 0.324

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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adjusted R-squared increases to 9 %. Adjusted R-squared increases if and only

if the new terms improve the model more than would be expected by chance, so

it implies that controlling for other factors improves the model. Unfortunately,

neither of the variables of interest is statistically different from zero. From the

added variables related to the individual characteristics of a student only the

variable Gender is statistically significant and the variable CZ is marginally

significant. The coefficient of Gender (10, 67) implies that girls have a score

from test by 10,67 % higher than boys. Variables Age, SK, and Mother are

positively associated with the score from the test, but insignificant. Also the

variables Relatives and Father are statistically insignificant, but associated

negatively with the test performance.

As I have only 42 observations in the sample, the model is very sensitive

to adding more explanatory variables. Therefore, because of the statistical

insignificance of some variables, I will include only the variables Gender and

CZ in the next regressions. Otherwise, the results would be insignificant.

In the next part of my analysis, I studied how controlling for unobserv-

able factors affects the coefficients of interest. When adding the set of proxy

variables for ability (column (5)) to the chosen variables of student character-

istics, the coefficient for attendance at the lectures rose from 0, 14 to 0, 19 and

is statistically significant. This means that one percentage point increase in

the lecture attendance increases the score from the test by 0,19 %. As in the

previous cases, attendance at the seminars is very slightly positively associated

with the performance, as well as statistically insignificant. Nevertheless, when

controlling for the motivation and effort (column 6), neither attendance at the

seminars nor attendance at the lectures is statistically significant.

The results show that the variable Math IV, which is one of the proxies for

ability, is statistically significant even at 1 % significance level and implies that

if a student has already passed the course Matematika IV or any other compa-

rable course (foreign students), his score from the test is by 15,78 % higher than

the score of those who has not passed yet. If a student studies the course for the

first time, the score is higher by 26,69 % than if a student is taking the course

for the second time. This coefficient is statistically significant. On the other

hand, the last proxy for ability, the final grade from the course Econometrics

I, is statistically insignificant. These findings that ability is mostly positively

correlated with the test score are consistent with the findings of Romer (1993)

and many other authors. As ability is positively related not only to the per-

formance but also to attendance, in the estimation it is important to do not
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ignore its impact. The adjusted R-squared rose and reached 35,11 %.

On the other hand, when controlling for motivation and effort (column (6)),

there is not any significant effect on the performance. All the proxy variables

for motivation and effort are statistically insignificant. Also the adjusted R-

squared is low, only 8 %.

Turning on the last column of the Table 6.4, where are included all the

mentioned explanatory variables, one percentage point increase in attendance

at the lecture increases the test performance by 0, 2% and this coefficient is

statistically significant. The variable Seminars is still statistically insignificant.

The variables CZ and Math IV are both significant, even at 1 %, significance

level, and the coefficients are 25, 51, respectively 17, 46. On the contrary, all

the other variables, including the proxies for the motivation and effort, are not

statistically significant. The adjusted R-squared of this estimation is 32,38 %,

which is lower than in the previous case.

In conclusion of the OLS results, I would like to emphasize that controlling

for proxies for ability significantly increases the coefficient of the variable Lec-

tures. Nevertheless, it is inconsistent with the predicition that the estimator of

the parameter is expected to be positively biased when putting the unobserv-

able ability in the error term. This implies that it is possible that the expected

bias is opposite. The reason can be that students who are cleverer and more

confident about themselves attend less, however, obtain better score.

To sum up, even after adding sets of proxy variables for unobservable fac-

tors, it is likely that there is still the omitted variable bias problem, which

causes the OLS estimates to be biased and inconsistent. Therefore I proceeded

to the IV estimation method for dealing with this problem.

6.5.2 IV Results

As mentioned above, the variables Tuesday and Travel time proved to be in-

appropriate instruments for attendance, so there was left only one possible

variable as an instrument, the variable Job. Nevertheless, in the data set there

are two endogenous variables, so it was necessary to limit my analysis to the

effect of one of attendance variables at a time, otherwise the equation would

be underindentified. I chose to omit the variable Seminars, because it showed

to be insignificant in all the previous OLS estimations.

Results from the 2SLS estimation are provided in the Table 6.5 and the
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Table 6.5: 2SLS regression

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Points Points Points Points Points

Lectures -0.147 0.0679 0.0510 -0.0737 -0.0845
(0.305) (0.338) (0.203) (0.344) (0.333)

Gender 9.427 7.341 11.56 11.41∗

(6.092) (4.570) (7.090) (6.775)

Age 2.045
(4.149)

CZ 31.79∗ 24.24∗∗∗ 16.71∗ 23.14∗∗

(17.65) (7.681) (10.10) (9.136)

SK 21.67
(21.96)

Mother -0.982
(6.325)

Father 0.0620
(4.431)

Relatives -1.165
(12.01)

First time 28.63∗ 22.37
(14.66) (17.90)

Ecox I -0.982 -0.589
(3.261) (3.530)

Math IV 15.72∗∗∗ 18.38∗∗∗

(5.156) (5.983)

Eval lecturer -0.394 0.690
(4.542) (4.103)

Eval ecox 1.866 2.133
(5.901) (5.745)

Hours 0.110 0.182
(0.220) (0.200)

N 42 42 42 42 42
R2 . 0.221 0.394 0.055 0.271

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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specifications in columns (2) – (5) include the same sets of independent variables

as the columns (4) – (7) of the Table 6.4, besides the variable Seminars.

Estimates slightly differ across different estimations. When we simply

regress the variable Lectures on the variable Points and use variable Job as

an instrument (column (1)), the coefficient is negative (−0, 15) and statisti-

cally insignificant.

When controlling for individual characteristics (column (2)), the variable of

interest, Lectures, is again statistically insignificant. R-squared rises to 22,09 %,

but the only significant variable is the variable CZ with coefficient 31, 79, which

means that if student is from Czech Republic, his score is higher by 31,79 %

than the score of foreign students. A marginally significant is also the variable

Gender. Thus, similarly to the OLS regressions, in the next specifications I

will drop the insignificant variables related to the student characteristics and

keep only variables CZ and Gender.

When adding a set of proxies for ability (column (3)), the R-squared reaches

39,35 %. Again, the variable of interest, Lectures, is statistically insignificant.

Statistically significant are the variables CZ, Math IV, and First time. If a

student has already passed Matematika IV or any other comparable course, he

obtains by 15,72 % higher score than the one who has not passed the course.

If a student studies the course Econometrics I for the first time, he obtains by

28,63 % higher score from the test than the one who is taking the course for

the second time.

Comparable to the OLS estimation, when adding a set of proxies for mo-

tivation and effort (column (4)), none of the added variables is statistically

significant, as well as the variable Lectures.

When considering the complete specification (column (5)), the variable Lec-

tures is still insignificant and, moreover, negative. The only significant variables

are dummy variables CZ, Gender, and Math IV.

To sum up the results of the IV estimations, it is needed to highlight that the

only coefficient that significantly differs between the OLS and 2SLS estimations

is the coefficient of the variable Lectures. The others are relatively similar. This

finding implies that it is possible that in fact there is the positive bias between

the unobservable student input and attendance, as mentioned earlier.
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6.5.3 Postestimation tests and the results

There are several test, which can be used after IV estimation. One of them,

testing for overidentificantion, is used for testing whether some of the instru-

ments are uncorrelated with the error. (Wooldridge 2013) Nevertheless, this

can be done only if we have more instrumental variables than we need, therefore

I cannot proceed with this test.

Table 6.6: Hausman test

(1) (2)
Points Points

Lectures 0.200∗∗ -0.0845
(0.0769) (0.333)

Gender 7.680 11.41∗

(5.072) (6.775)

CZ 25.51∗∗∗ 23.14∗∗

(8.376) (9.136)

First time 26.51 22.37
(16.57) (17.90)

Ecox I -2.061 -0.589
(2.982) (3.530)

Math IV 17.46∗∗∗ 18.38∗∗∗

(5.652) (5.983)

Hours 0.0508 0.182
(0.128) (0.200)

Eval ecox -1.795 2.133
(3.470) (5.745)

Eval lecturer 3.097 0.690
(2.934) (4.103)

N 42 42
adj. R2 0.345 0.066

Standard errors in parentheses

Hausman test: chi2(9) = 0.77, Prob > chi2 = 0.9998
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

But I can use another important test, the Hausman test for endogeneity.

When the explanatory variables are in fact exogenous, both the OLS and 2SLS
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estimators are consistent, however, the OLS is more efficient, therefore pre-

ferred. On the other hand, under endogeneity, only 2SLS is consistent. Thus it

is convenient to have a test for endogeneity to see whether 2SLS is necessary.

Hausman test compares and determines whether the difference between OLS

and 2SLS estimates is statistically significant. Nevertheless, there should be

used the same regressors in the models when using the Hausman test, therefore

I dropped the variable Seminars from the OLS estimations.

In the Table 6.6 there are provided as an example the results of the Haus-

man test for the complete specification. The results show that the statistic is

not statistically significant in any of the specifications. This is evidence for

not rejecting the null hypothesis. Thus, it is more efficient to use the OLS

estimation. I will not distinguish between the complete specification with the

variable Seminars (Table 6.4, column (7)) and without the variable Seminars

(Table B.3, column (5)), as the results are similar and it is still likely that there

is some bias. Therefore I will focus mainly on the sign of the coefficient.

Nevertheless, the results indicate a problem. At the first sight, there is

a huge difference between the OLS and 2SLS estimates, however, the Haus-

man test says the difference is not systematic and, moreover, in case of some

specifications, the variance-covariance matrix of the differences is not positive

definite. On the basis of these results I decided to test whether the instrument,

variable Job, is a strong instrument. According to a simple test, or rather a

rule of thumb (Staiger and Stock (1997)), an instrument is a weak instrument if

the F statistic of the first-stage regression is lower than 10. From the first-stage

regressions, where the F statistic varies from 1.17 to 4.15, it is obvious that the

variable Job is unfortunately a weak instrument. This implies that the 2SLS

estimators are biased towards the OLS estimators.

The problem is also that the sample is rather small, thus with large standard

errors. Therefore the Hausman test with many variables does not work very

well. Precisely, the variance-covariance matrix of the differences is positive

definite only asymptotically and with small number of degrees of freedom the

asymptotic results are not valid.

Another useful tests are the tests for heteroskedasticity.4 Heteroskedasticity

does not cause bias or inconsistency in the OLS estimators but it causes estima-

tors of the variances to be biased. Then the OLS standard errors are no longer

4Heteroskedasticity means that the variance in the error term, u, conditional on the
explanatory variables, is not the same for all combinations of outcomes of the explanatory
variables (Wooldridge 2013)
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valid for constructing confidence intervals and t statistics, as they are based

directly on the variances. There are two popular tests for the heteroskedastic-

ity, the Breusch-Pagan test and the White test. White test is more general as

it adds the squares and cross products of all the regressors to test for various

types of heteroskedasticity. (Wooldridge 2013) Nevertheless, in some situations

the inclusion of all these terms can make the White test less powerful, i.e. less

likely to produce a significant result than a less general test would. (Williams

2015) As the complete specification in my model contains 9 variables, I chose

to use the Breusch-Pagan test.

From the Table B.3 it is obvious that we can reject the null hypothesis of

homoskedasticity in the estimations where proxy variables for ability are used

(column (3) and (5)). Therefore I used the heteroskedastic robust standard

errors to deal with the present heteroskedasticity in these specifications. Results

are presented in the Table 6.7. Obviously, the coefficients have not changed,

but because of the robust standard errors the t statistics are different (so called

heteroskedasticity-robust t statistics).

In the specification with only proxy variables for ability (column (1)), the

variable of my interest, attendance at lectures, has positive and significant

effect on the score from the test. The coefficient is 0, 198. The variables CZ,

First time, and Math IV are significant even at 5 % significance level and

positive. The adjusted R-squared is 37 %.

In the total specification (column (2)), the variable Lectures increased to

0, 20 and is statistically significant even at 5 % significance level. The other

significant variables at 5 % significance level are CZ, First time, and Math IV.

As in the previous case, their coefficients are positive. The adjusted R-squared

is 34,5 %.

On the basis of the Table 6.7, there can be provided a representative ex-

ample: As the coefficient of variable Lectures is 0, 20, it implies that one more

attended lecture (approximately 16,67 % of the total attendance up to the

midterm test) increases the score from the midterm test by 3,34 %. Obviously,

when comparing a student who attends every lecture and a student who does

not attend any, the difference in the test score is 20 %.
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Table 6.7: OLS regression with robust standard errors

(1) (2)
Points Points

Lectures 0.198∗∗ 0.200∗∗

(0.0859) (0.0875)

Gender 6.525 7.680
(4.286) (5.518)

CZ 24.00∗∗∗ 25.51∗∗∗

(5.500) (6.042)

Math IV 15.81∗∗ 17.46∗∗

(6.565) (7.843)

First time 26.57∗∗∗ 26.51∗∗∗

(3.566) (7.900)

Ecox I -2.262 -2.061
(2.205) (2.399)

Eval ecox -1.795
(2.961)

Eval lecturer 3.097
(2.284)

Hours 0.0508
(0.158)

N 42 42
adj. R2 0.370 0.345

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Conclusion

Schools are usually the primary source of learning for students. Nevertheless, at

the universities attendance is generally not compulsory. As a university student

I was interested how attendance at the lectures and seminars affects the exam

results at the university where I study. Therefore I decided to conduct a survey

among my classmates to obtain the data for estimating the relationship between

attendance and academic performance.

As the decision whether to come to the lecture and seminar or not depends

only on the student, the decision making process and mainly the rational de-

cision making process and expected utility theory was used as a theoretical

background in this thesis. According to his preferences and targets, student

wants to maximize his utility U(n(t), t), where n is the number of points ob-

tained from the test and t is the time spent at the lectures and seminars. I

wanted to find out how attendance affects the test score, in other words I

wanted to approximate how the function n(t) looks like.

I used two methods of estimation and generally considered a 10 % signifi-

cance level, if not stated differently.

Firstly, I worked with the OLS estimation with proxy variables to take into

account the effect of unobservable factors, which are correlated with atten-

dance. Therefore I found proxy variables for ability, effort, and motivation.

Ability showed to be a significant factor that influences score from the test,

which is not surprising. On the other hand, neither motivation nor effort

showed to be significant in this analysis. When controlling for ability, mo-

tivation, and effort, the effect of attendance at the lectures was positive and

significant, whereas the effect of attendance at the seminars was not statistically

different from zero.
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Secondly, I used the 2SLS estimation with instrumental variables. Un-

fortunately, only one of three possible instruments showed to be appropriate,

therefore I had to omit one of the endogenous variables, Seminars, which was

insignificant in all the OLS estimations. Comparing to the OLS results, atten-

dance at the lectures was statistically insignificant but the ability proved to

have a significant and positive effect on the test score.

When using a Hausman test for comparison of the two methods, it showed

that I cannot reject the null hypothesis, therefore the OLS results should be

more efficient. But this result also do not have to imply that the OLS results

are better, only that both of these estimations are similarly biased. Another

test, the Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity, revealed a presence of het-

eroskedasticity in some specifications of the OLS estimations. Nevertheless,

this was resolved by using the heteroskedastic-robust standard errors.

To sum up, all these results together with the small sample of only 42

students implies that there is still probability of the endogeneity and neither

proxy variables nor instrumental variable present an applicable solution for

the omitted variable bias, therefore the coefficients are likely to be still biased

and inconsistent. Nevertheless, the coefficient of attendance at the lectures is

significant and positive, which means that students benefit from attending the

lectures.

Thus from the empirical results there can be made two conclusions: Atten-

dance at the lectures influences positively the score from the test, however, the

effect of attendance at the seminars is not statistically different from zero.

The results of positive effect of attendance at the lectures on exam score are

consistent with findings of most of the previous studies, such as Romer (1993),

Marburger (2001), or Chan et al. (1997).

Possible extension of this empirical analysis is to collect panel data, assum-

ing that the omitted variable bias is unchanged over time, to explicitly take

into account the effect of the unobservable factors. The fixed effect estimator is

consistent, however, inefficient as it wipes out time invariant regressors. On the

other hand, the random effect estimator is inconsistent in the presence of un-

observable factors correlated with the independent variable, but it is efficient.

(Stanca 2006)
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Appendix A

Irrationality in real life

In real life human decisions are also influenced by other abilities, such as their

memory and imagination. Because everybody perceives differently, it is un-

doubtedly difficult to compare the criteria. It is important to realize that every

rational decision needs time and information, as well as avoiding emotions in

the decisions. (Mc Dermott, 2006)

People usually violate the assumption of reflexivity, transitivity, and com-

pleteness. Also consumer preferences often change over time and they do not

optimize their choice in the required way, they choose alternatives which are

good “enough”. This is so called satisficing. (Doyle 1999)

The theory of a rational consumer is popular not only among economists

but also in the area of marketing and marketing communication. Marketing

specialists prepare their campaigns according to the idea of a consumer rational

behaviour. Nevertheless, many surveys have shown that consumer behaviour

and decision making is much more conducted by emotions, intuition, and other,

for usual economic theory irrelevant, factors. Moreover, the most recent results

of surveys of behavioural economists prove that consumer often behaves ir-

rationally even in situations, where maximal rational behaviour is expected.

On the other hand, not every unexplainable aspect in consumer behaviour is

irrational. (Kozák & Posṕı̌sil 2013)

This can be summarized by a statement of Sutherland (1994): any think-

ing process is irrational, when it leads to a conclusion or a decision, which,

according to evidence, is not the best that could have been reached.



Appendix B

Figures and tables

Table B.1: Summary statistics – dummy variables

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
Gender 0.476 0.505 0 1
CZ 0.905 0.297 0 1
SK 0.048 0.216 0 1
First time 0.976 0.154 0 1
Relatives 0.595 0.497 0 1
Job 0.667 0.477 0 1
Math IV 0.667 0.477 0 1

N 42

Table B.2: Summary statistics – non-dummy variables

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
Age 21.667 0.786 21 24
Ecox I 2.024 0.869 1 3
Mother 3.452 0.803 1 4
Father 3.452 0.889 1 4
Lectures 66.667 33.333 0 100
Seminars 65.873 33.324 0 100
Hours 20.345 21.38 0 120
Eval ecox 3.333 1.004 1 5
Eval lecturer 3.286 1.088 1 5
Travel time 29.524 17.935 6 90
Tuesday 1.476 0.994 0 4
Points 62.226 18.082 0 91.25

N 42



B. Figures and tables III

Figure B.1: Histogram: variable Points



B. Figures and tables IV

Figure B.2: Histogram: variable Hours



B. Figures and tables V

Figure B.3: Histogram: variable Lectures



B. Figures and tables VI

Figure B.4: Histogram: variable Seminars



B. Figures and tables VII

Table B.3: OLS regression, Breusch-Pagan test

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Points Points Points Points Points

Lectures 0.178∗∗ 0.211∗∗ 0.198∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗ 0.200∗∗

(0.0810) (0.0927) (0.0695) (0.0889) (0.0769)

Gender 10.43∗ 6.525 8.501 7.680
(6.150) (4.586) (5.789) (5.072)

Age 2.876
(4.020)

CZ 30.69 24.00∗∗∗ 19.13∗ 25.51∗∗∗

(19.03) (7.919) (9.459) (8.376)

SK 21.13
(23.88)

Mother 0.628
(5.609)

Father -0.493
(4.625)

Relatives -5.739
(6.482)

Math IV 15.81∗∗∗ 17.46∗∗∗

(5.319) (5.652)

First time 26.57∗ 26.51
(14.87) (16.57)

Ecox I -2.262 -2.061
(2.890) (2.982)

Hours -0.0140 0.0508
(0.147) (0.128)

Eval ecox -1.626 -1.795
(3.717) (3.470)

Eval lecturer 1.899 3.097
(3.378) (2.934)

N 42 42 42 42 42
adj. R2 0.085 0.097 0.370 0.104 0.345

Standard errors in parentheses

Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity: column (1): chi2(1) = 0.37, (2): chi2(1) = 0.75,

(3): chi2(1) = 9.50, (4): chi2(1) = 1.48, (5): chi2(1) = 12.11
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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